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Samsung mobiles are one of the best ones in the world and they have made a place for themselves
in India. In fact, they have gone so far that they are now very much prevalent in India more than
Nokia which was considered to be the top one in the field. It would be nice to know what the prices
of these mobiles are like that of Samsung GALAXY Y Duos price and so on.

Why to choose Samsung?

Samsung has become the best mobile company for its style and the technology that it is providing to
the customers. They are also available to you at very less prices that they are affordable to all. They
have a number of varieties too that the customers can choose from. They come in different price
ranges for the customers that would fit the budgets. According to the purchasing power, the
customer can choose from the features he would want o have in his mobile. Such is the wide range
of devices that they have with them.

The new models coming up in the market:

Samsung has been launching many products from time to time, with updates in each of these
devices every time. The new ones that are coming up are the Samsung rugby smart, Samsung
galaxy ace2, Samsung galaxy mini 2, Samsung SPH- M370, Samsung galaxy S aviator, Samsung
galaxy S III 4G, Samsung galaxy S advance GT- I 9070, Samsung galaxy y pro duos, and many
more. These are just a few to mention.

The prices:

There are a number of devices for which you may be eager to know the prices. It can be the
Samsung Galaxy Note price, the prices of other Samsung mobiles also like the Samsung Wave 3
price and so on. All these are possible if you go to the Samsung website and try to check out the
prices listed by them. You can also find out the prices by searching for them on the internet on the
various sites that have the listings of these prices.

It is very interesting to note that the rates of these mobiles start from a very little amount. They are
priced starting from just INR 990. It is the Samsung guru E1081 which is at that price. From the
simplest of the mobiles they have the costliest of the mobiles. These upper end mobiles would be
the ones that are equipped with many features in them. They have the latest operating systems like
Android to the latest configurations in the camera and so on. It is in your hands to choose the
models you want to according to your needs.
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